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Editorial
NEW Ezine format
After little debating we have decided to present future issues of Frills
& Fancy Ezine in this magazine format. As this is the first issue it may
need some rethinking and twinking but so far we are pretty pleased
with our attempt.
We hope you enjoy it and are looking forward to feedback and suggestions on what you would enjoy seeing in the new magazine.
Contact us on
feedback@thirteenravens.net
Yours truly the F&F Raven

“It takes a
lot of
courage to
show your
dreams to
someone
else”

Burning Question
Each issue we will pick out a couple of “burning questions” submitted by readers which you can answer and we will publish these answers in the next issue of
FF.
To start of with, How do people make these lovely books which lay open. I
marvel at the skill and realism and any of my attempts fail terribly. How does
one get the pages to lay like this, open,
slightly curved?
Submit your suggestions to:

Erma Bombeck,
Author/Humorist

feedback@thirteenravens..net

Wikipedia
Settler
A settler is a person who has migrated to an area and established permanent residence there, often to colonize the area.
Settlers are generally people who take up residence on land and
cultivate it, as opposed to nomads. Settlers are sometimes
termed "colonists" or "colonials" and -- in the United States -"pioneers".
Go to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Settler for more information about Settlers.
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Ellie Arnould-Tomb of Little Day Dreams Miniatures
replica of

Little House on the Prairie
A few weeks ago, while trawling
the net for information about the
settler‟s era I came across this
wonderful replica of the Ingalls
house from the tv series “Little
House on the Prairie” owned by
Ellie Arnould-Tomb.
Thank you Ellie, for sharing with
us your beautiful house.

The House
Originally made in the late 1970's
by a local miniature group, coordinated by IGMA artisan Elmer Tag

The TV Series: Little House on the Prairie
In 1974 The NBC network aired the 1st of many episodes of the TV series “Little house on the prairie”
loosely based on the books by Laura Ingalls Wilder.
See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_House_on_the_Prairie_(TV_series)
Laura Ingalls Wilder wrote the “Little House” series based on her childhood in a pioneer family. Her
books describe her life and that of her family in 1870s in America.
See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laura_Ingalls_Wilder
For myself, a European, this series was magic as a child, and showed a world which was unknown to
us, so different from the 1800s in Europe.
The magic of times gone by, of simple life, the gold rush, the excitement of discovering new places but
also the struggle of survival.
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Ellie’s Little House on the Prairie
Ellie’s “Little House”
Ellie has been so kind to allow us to share her house with the readers of Frills & Fancy ezine. All
pictures in this document are copyright of Ellie Arnould-Tomb.

Contact Details:

Ellie Arnould-Tomb of Little Day Dreams Miniatures, making miniature products
and room boxes with web site located at http://www.picturetrail.com/littledaydreams

The House
Originally made in the late 1970's by a local miniature group, coordinated by IGMA artisan Elmer Tag

4
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The inside of the house

The Loft
The girl's bedroom features a quilt by Beverly Edmondson, a little stuffed bear by Jenny Wren,
a trunk by Donna Pettite and a writing table by D.R. Watts
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Ma & Pa’s room
featuring a quilt by Beverly Edmondson, boots by Fran Harding, a bedside table by Roger Guthiel, baby afghan by
Jenny Wren and sweater by Cindy Sanders

The front room
filled with artisan pieces such as a dry sink by W.T. Brown, a spinning wheel by D.R. Watts, pottery by
Jane Graber and Butt Hinge, baskets by Al Chandronnait, slate and spoon by David Krupick and Sampler by L. Eppech.
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(Re)creating a Settlers scene
Ellie‟s house shows very well how well chosen
pieces can create the perfect setting and
atmosphere for a scene or house. It does
not matter how many pieces you use, as
long as they for the correct period, social
environment and in correct scale to the
setting or doll. Sometimes less is truly more.
When using a photo or painting as the basis to recreate a scene or
interior I follow a certain “design process” to recreate the image I
have decided on.
Image: http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/

Firstly I go away from my image (photo, painting, etc) and in
~inwells/gs/photogallery/eastman/
GarrettHomestead.jpg
my mind I try to recall it. For the purpose of this article
(I needed an example, but I would not change a thing to Ellie‟s house, beside wishing it stood in my lounge
room!) I will use the front room of Ellie‟s house.
What came to mind where: spinning wheel, slate and chalk, the fireplace mantle, the sink with pump, books.

I then looked at the picture and saw other things I missed, little things which really create the scene of this
room. Things which really make this scene. So my next step would be:
Enlarge the picture, sit back and observe.
Ask yourself the following questions:
What is the 1st thing my eye is drawn too?
What is the central theme or object?
What items make this a living scene?
Sometimes to recreate a scene, photo, painting in
miniature you need to remove or simplify it to not make the
miniature look too crowded, but keep the essence of the image.
Or you might be on a low budget and this will allow you
to still create your scene but apply some savings by
removing those items which you would not miss in the
scene, which to your eye do not change the feel of the image.
So look at it again and ask these questions:
What item(s) distract from the image I want to portray?
What item(s) can I remove without losing the essence of my image?

http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~nwa/
block.html

Sometimes I look at my image and create a story to go with it, what where the people doing before they left
the scene? What will they be doing when they get back? What sort of person lives in my scene? This helps
me to get into the mood, and period of my scene.
On the next pages an example using Ellie‟s house. Please note I would not change a thing to it, I merely try
to see in this example what makes this house something I want to own.

7
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The outside
The outside of the house is kept simple and functional. Extensively decorating the
exterior of a house, was, at this time, a financial priviledge of the „well to do‟, and
although simple the house is warm and welcoming.
Achieving a lived in look can be created by simply placing a few pieces outside the
house.
…………….Ma‟s just washed one of her quilts and it is hanging out to dry.
There is a barrel with its lid off, and I wonder who opened it, and what it contains.
A small bench is standing outside the house, I imagine Pa sitting there, smoking a
pipe, his legs stretched out feeling satisfied with the pile of wood he managed to
saw today for Ma‟s stove. His saw is still leaning against the wall of the house and a
small black pot is left on his bench
The use of the yellowish light creates a warm welcoming feeling, and imitates the
light created by candles or oil lamps……………………………….

The Loft
Placing a chair slightly away from a table, with the objects randomly placed creates
the illusion that someone has just gotten up and left the room. The same applies to
the bear on the bed.
Placing items, randomly as if left, or dropped or thrown (on a chair) gives a room
live and movement.

Ma and Pa’s room
Again the room contains a few well chosen pieces, the bed, side table, the cot of
the baby, a rug.
Over a hook some clothes are thrown, and Pa‟s boots are standing at the end of
the bed(Pa wears slippers?). The night table contains a candle, a bible and a picture
frame. I‟m curious to know who‟s picture Pa and Ma would keep on their bedside
table.

The Front Room
This one I will leave to you to observe and find what makes this room, the warm
welcome place it is and what carries the essence of the room.

Have fun creating your own settler‟s scene and thank you Ellie for sharing this with us. I highly recommend a look at
Ellie‟s website, she has some adorable items.
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Settlers Shopping
Miniatures by George
IGMA Artisan
An excellent selection of chairs, tables, chests, coat racks, candle boxes and more
http://www.webs4you.com/bygeorge/index.htm
Kit Kraft
Selection of farm tools such as wheelbarrows, barrels, bales of hay
http://kitkraft.biz/home.php?cat=1052&sort=orderby&sort_direction=0&page=1
Sandy Neese‟s Pieces
Lovely set of shaker style furniture
http://www.sandyneesespieces.com/furniture1.html
SP Miniatures
Great items for stores, gardens, Colonial kitchenware.
Delightful farming tools such as plow, rowplanter and croptiller
http://www.spminiatures.com/grocerystore.html

Inclusion of shops in this section does not mean FF sponors, supports of advises readers to shop here, this is just a small
selection of items which can be find on the net to assist you in recreating an era

Must See Site
Silver Spurs Saloon designed by Danny Hass, inspired by all the old westerns on TV.
http://www.countryartsgallery.com/dollhs_silver_spurs_saloon.htm
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Cutting your Fabric
1. Take 4 colors or patterns of fabric which complement each other for the top layer of the quilt
2. Cut from color A - 2 strips of 1.5cm x 45cm
3. Cut from color B - 1 strip of 1.5cmX 45cm
4. Cut from color C - 2 strips of 1.5cm x 45cm
5. Cut from color D - 1 strip of 1.5cmX 45cm
NOTE: if you prefer a wider lengthwise seam allowance just add, you want to end up with 1 cm square
blocks of each color.
Sewing your Strips
6. Sew 1 strip of A to 1 strip of B
7. Sew 1 strip of A to strip B
8. Repeat this with the other 2 color (C & D)
9. You should now have 1 strip ABA and 1 strip CDC (see image)
10. Press open your seams

Making your Blockbuilder Striplets and building your Blocks
11. Take the ABC Strip and cut it of 1,5cm long strips until you have 30 of them
12. Take the CDC Strip and cut into 1,5cm long strips you should end up with 30 strips

13. Now sew ABA to CDC to ABA
14. Make 10 of these blocks
15. Now sew CBC to ABA to CBC
16. Make 10 of these blocks
17. Press open your seams

18. Now sew alternating blocks together till you have a 4 block wide and 5 block long piece of quilting
19. A Quarter of your quilt will look like this

20. Press open your seams

10
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The backing
21. Take a complimentary piece of fabric and cut it to fit behind the „quilt‟, measure, but it should be
approx 12x15cm but measure before cutting! Use your top layer as the template
22. Cut a same size piece of thin batting (if you don‟t have batting take cotton wool strips and pull a couple of thin layers of it, put next to each other till you obtain the desired width. Remember if you use cotton wool you won‟t be able to wash the quilt later
23. Sew the batting to the backing fabric, use a fancy design star, grid or random wiggly lines

Finishing your quilt
24. Now place the back and front together with the batting in the middle and zigzag machine stitch all
around the edges.
25. Take a nice matching (satin) ribbon, press in half and sew or glue all around the edge to cover your
zigzag machine sewing.
26. Press your quilt and it‟s ready
Experiment with color and pattern combinations and block widths to get totally different effects:

Setting
If you want to make some extra bits to create a little quilting scene in your prairie house what about
these ideas:
Bolts of fabric:
1. Cut a 4.5cm x 2cm rectangle from cardboard
2. Cut a 5cm x 6cm rectangle of fabric
3. Fold under along the log side the fabric until you have a strip which is about 4.2cm wide, press so it
stays in place
4. Glue the short end on the cardboard to it holds and roll the fabric around the carton.
5. Dab a little glue under the end piece and press against the fabric so it does not roll off
Quilt templates:
1. Take a brown paper bag and cut out shapes (squares, triangles, circles)
2. Make little markings on them with pencil, to indicate placing direction, number, seam allowance
3. Place on your quilting table of in your sewing basket
Spare quilt blocks
When making your quilt, take slightly longer strips and keep some 1x1cm blocks or some strips to keep
on your sewing table, or in your basket
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1860 to 1899: An Economic Boom Time
The discovery of diamonds and Gold

By Lianda Sutherland

Centuries before the arrival of the first European settlers, the indigenous
people of South Africa had mined and worked minerals such as iron ore
and gold. However, with the discovery of diamonds in 1867 and of the main
gold reef on the Witwatersrand in 1886, South Africa became a popular
destination for fortune hunters from around the world.
The mineral boom started with a shiny pebble picked up in 1867 by a
farmer's children near the junction of the Orange and Vaal Rivers.
It was sent to Grahamstown in an unsealed envelope to amateur geologist Dr Atherstone,
who verified that the stone was indeed a diamond, weighing about 21 carats! Optimistic diggers and speculators from all over South Africa and from around the world swarmed to the
banks of the Vaal River with their picks and shovels.
When the alluvial diamonds found in the sand and gravel on the river
banks were exhausted the diggers moved east, to the farms
Dutoitspan and Bultfontein, where more diamonds had been discovered. The richest find was in a volcanic pipe at Colesberg Kopje, at
which developed the town of Kimberley and the deepest man-made
hole in the world. By 1871, Kimberley was the second largest city in
South Africa, after Cape Town.
Most of the diggers were white, their assistants black, and a
labour pattern emerged which echoed down the years of
South Africa's mining history. The migrant black labourers
were housed in high-walled compounds, with no freedom of
movement except to and from the mines. They were subjected to body searches and had no representation on the
diggers committees.
As mining costs increased, smaller claims were consolidated into
larger companies. By the end of the 1880s, Cecil John Rhodes's De
Beers Consolidated Mining Company owned a virtual monopoly of
the diamond fields.
The discovery of diamonds led to a land dispute between the Orange Free State, the Transvaal and the Griqua people led by
Nicholas Waterboer. In 1871 the diamond-rich area was awarded
to Nicholas Waterboer, but a year later it was annexed as British
territory in return for assistance given to the Griqua leader.
The wealthy mining industry broadened South Africa's agriculturally-based economy. The
rapidly increasing demand for goods from the mining heart of the country registered in the
agricultural areas and in the ports.
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This trade in turn boosted the transport system, and in 1885 a railway line was built which
connected Kimberley and the Cape. The discovery of diamonds also made capital
available for the development of the gold mining industry twenty years later.
Gold!
As early as 1852 an English geologist named John Davis is said to have discovered gold
on the farm Paardekraal near Krugersdorp. Then in 1871 an English immigrant named
Edward Button lodged a claim for the discovery of gold in an area north of Lydenburg and
later on the farm Eersteling. On the strength of these claims he floated the first gold mining company, The Transvaal Gold Mining Company, with a capital of 50 000.
Following other gold discoveries, towns such as Barberton, Pilgrim's Rest and Lydenburg
sprang up in the area known today as Mpumalanga. Diggers from around the world
rushed to Delagoa Bay (Maputo), and embarked on the adventurous 70 km race inland
towards the goldfields. The journey involved climbing the Lebombo Mountains, and braving disease and dangerous wild animals, as the route crossed the area that is now the
Kruger National Park.
The diggers had colourful names like "Spanish Joe", "Bismarck", "Rocky Mountain Joe"
and "The Bosun" and were a cosmopolitan bunch. There were also large numbers of
Scottish and English prospectors. The Mac Mac Falls in Mpumalanga are named after
the many Scottish diggers who had staked claims in that area. English miners and machine operators who flocked to South Africa from Cornwall, Cumberland and Lancashire
found a demand for their skills, ready employment and an escape from the rigid class
structure of England. Cornish tin miners employed in gold mines on a farm called
"Benoni" encountered familiar working conditions: small, family-run enterprises
operating shallow mines with the most rudimentary machinery.
(From http://lyonessetrading.co.uk/ANCESTORS/SOUTH%20AFRICA.htm)
In 1886, George Harrison, an Australian handyman-cum-prospector discovered a rich
gold outcrop on the farm Langlaagte, west of present-day Johannesburg. The brief affidavit which records the biggest discovery of gold in South Africa reads simply "My name is
George Harrison and I come from the newly discovered gold-fields Kliprivier especially
from a farm owned by a certain Gert Oosthuizen. I have a long experience as an Australian golddigger and I think it is a payable gold-field.'
(Source: The Gold Miners by A.P. Cartwright, 1962)

George Harrison sold his claim, and the water rights that
went with it, for 10 Pounds and vanished into obscurity.
Within six months there were mines on nine farms in the
area and the international gold rush to South Africa, and
the Witwatersrand in particular, had begun. It took just
seven years for a collection of miners tents known as
Ferreira's Camp to become Johannesburg- the largest city
of South Africa.
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Johannesburg, situated on one of the highest, driest, and windiest spots on the south slope
of the Witwatersrand, at that time was a raw new city still going through the transition stage
between corrugated-iron shanties on badly paved, ill-lighted streets, and wide avenues with
handsome, tall brick buildings. It was south slope of the Witwatersrand, at that time was a
raw new city still going through the transition stage between corrugated-iron shanties on
badly-paved, ill- lighted streets, and wide avenues with handsome, tall brick buildings. It
was quite as ugly in its way as Kimberley.
(Source: Melina Rorke Her Amazing Experiences in the Stormy Nineties of South African
History Told by Herself, 1939)
Colourful personalities
Diamonds and gold attracted diggers and fortune hunters from all over South Africa and beyond. Among the best known and most successful are Cecil John Rhodes and
Barney Barnato.
Cecil John Rhodes
When Cecil John Rhodes died in South Africa in 1902 he left the bulk of his
fortune for public benefit, including provision for scholarships to Oxford University for students from the former British colonies, the United States of
America and Germany.
The son of a vicar in Hertfordshire, England, Rhodes came out to enjoy the
benefits of South Africa's healthy climate at the age of 17. His arrival in 1870 coincided with
the discovery of diamonds in quantity. He trekked to the Kimberley area with his brother
Herbert and was caught up in the fever of the diamond rush. An astute businessman, Rhodes soon amassed diamond claims in the newly opened Kimberley mines. By 1890 he had
brought together the larger mining companies and claims under the De Beers Mining
Group, with himself as major shareholder.

Cecil John Rhodes standing on the site he selected for his grave in the
Matopos, Zimbabwe (c. 1896) (Wartenweiler Family Papers, photographer unknown)

Rhodes was a passionate imperialist who dreamed of establishing British rule in Africa and
painting the map red from Cape to Cairo. In pursuit of these political interests and his own
personal business ambitions, he secured mining concessions north of the Transvaal, in
Matabeleland and Mashonaland, which he occupied in the name of the British South Africa
Company.
Melina Rorke says: "There was never any middle ground in the way people felt about Cecil
John Rhodes - either they followed him with blind worship, or regarded him as an utterly unscrupulous blackguard, mad for power and territory."
(Source: Melina Rorke Her Amazing Experiences in the Stormy Nineties of South-African
History Told by Herself, 1939)
Rhodes became Prime Minister of the Cape Colony in 1890 and supported the Jameson
Raid of 1895, an unsuccessful attempt to overthrow the government of President Paul
Kruger. He was severely censured for this by the British government and forced to resign.
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The story of Barney Barnato, the Jewish boy from London's East End, is a
real rags-to-riches story. Christened Barnett Isaacs, his aggressive spirit
and love of spectacle, earned him a reputation as a prize-fighter, acrobat,
juggler and actor, with the stage name, 'Barney Barnato.'
In 1873 he came to South Africa in response to his brother's stories about
fabulous fortunes that were being made in Kimberley. According to family
legend, he found his brother living in a tent, with his toes sticking out of his
socks.
However Barney Barnato had brought out 'seed capital' in the form of a few boxes of cigars. He was soon engaging in small commercial deals such as selling pocket knives,
pencils and braces. He then obtained the rights to wash gravel on small claims and in this
way picked up a few small diamonds. With the profit from the sale of the diamonds he acquired and reworked abandoned diamond mines. Within ten years of his arrival in Kimberley his shrewd dealings made him a millionaire and a financial rival to Cecil John Rhodes.
At the height of his financial power Barney Barnato said "That
people in England were so eager to invest money on the Rand he
could have floated a company to dig a tunnel from the Bank of
England to Johannesburg and no one would have queried the
project!
Rhodes could not outwit Barney Barnato in financial deals, so won his
confidence by supporting his membership of the exclusive Kimberley
Club and then flattering him into becoming involved in Cape politics. Eventually, Rhodes
did manage to persuade Barnato to merge his business interests with the De Beers mining group. Barnato, however, did not share Rhodes?s imperial plans and denounced
Rhodes?s involvement in the abortive Jameson Raid of 1985.
Barney Barnato died under mysterious circumstances in 1897, when he fell overboard the
SS Christiana en route to England. Some say he committed suicide, while others
maintain that "he was pushed" by his nephew Solly Joel, the sole heir to his fortune.
After dark in a mining town
Within a few months of the discovery of the main gold reef in 1886,
Johannesburg grew from a tent town, to a raw urban sprawl whose inhabitants hardly slept. Melina Rorke in her autobiography, refers to Johannesburg as "a busy, reckless, pleasure-loving town, filled with the
fever of mining speculation - the miners were a happy-go-lucky extravagant lot; money was easily made and prodigally spent."
She goes on to describe the lavish dinner parties hosted by mining magnates Lionel Philips and Abe Bailey, where guests were showered with
expensive party favours such as diamond brooches and pendants:
"It was fun at first, but I realised very quickly that I didn?t care too much
about such ostentation: there was too much rich food, too many courses, too much wine
and too many tables top-heavy with flowers and ornate silver plate."
(Melina Rorke Her Amazing Experiences in the Stormy Nineties of South-African History Told
By Herself, 1939)
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-and they also had two or three circular black paraffin heating stoves that gave out a fine
heat and smelled also. It was like entering a haven of rest to go into one of these places out
of the bitter night and it was cold ? much colder than it is now in Johannesburg, because it
was a bare windswept ridge in those days, with no houses or buildings or trees to break the
wind, and no roads or streets.
We just had to stumble along in the dark from one bar to another because there were no
lights, and the only illumination was that from the bars. Well, we would enter and approach
the Presiding Divinity. All bars had women barmaids in those days.
(Source: http://www.randclub.co.za/book/chapter2.asp)
One barmaid who was quite a legend in her time was the
famous "Cockney Liz" who arrived in Barberton by mail-coach
in 1887, apparently in search of her fiance. She did not find
him, but local hotel owner Stafford Parker took her under his
wing when he discovered that her beauty, together with her
singing and dancing, assured him of a full house. At the end
of an evening, the feisty 'Cockney Liz' was known to prance on the bar counter or billiard
table, snap her garters and auction her favours to the highest bidder.
(Source: http://www.mpumalanga.info/info/history/barberton. asp).
Charles van Onselen in Studies in the Social and Economic History of the Witwatersrand
1886-1914 (Vol. 1 New Babylon), cites the 1896 census of the Johannesburg
Sanitary Board, to illustrate the unbalanced gender ratio that existed on the Witwatersrand
in the 1890s. He says that the ratio of white men to white women was 25,282:14,172 (or
just under 2:1) within 5 km of the town centre. For black men and black women, the ratio
was even greater, 40,855:1,678, or about 24:1, as most black miners lived in
single sex compounds. With such an imbalance there was likely to be a high demand for
commercial sex.
Brothels like the well-known 'Sylvio Villa' did brisk trade and pimps such as the infamous
'Bowery Boys' and the equally scandalous 'American Club' thrived. Charles van Onselen
says that two detectives observing the ?Sylvio Villa? on the night of 4 December 1897,
counted no fewer than 96 customers for the nine women who lived there. It is clear that
these hard-working women were not 'ladies of leisure'.
A few of the women who found themselves working in the brothels were poorly paid domestic servants from the Cape Colony, but most of them were recruited from Europe. The
method used by the 'Bowery Boys' and other groups of pimps was to place newspaper advertisements offering the women assisted passages to South Africa and employment as
'barmaids' or as 'domestic servants' in Johannesburg. Once in South Africa, the foreign
women would discover that the line of employment offered was rather different.
The women were often naive, like young Fanny Kreslo who was recruited in 1898 at the
age of 15 from the Lithuanian village of Vilna by a woman called Bessie Levin. Charles van
Onselen describes how she was offered employment as a shop assistant in London and a
salary of 100 roubles a year.
On arrival in London, Bessie Levin told Fanny that her employer had left for Johannesburg
suddenly and that she would have to follow him to South Africa.
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Once in Johannesburg, Fanny Kreslo discovered that Bessie Levin was an agent for the
'American Club' and that her place of employment was a brothel in Anderson Street. She
was told that if she wished to make her way back to Russia, she would have earn her
passage, and with that she was introduced to her first client.
The fast, loose lifestyle where pub-crawling was a popular form of entertainment, together
with the crime and general lawlessness, led John X. Merriman, governor of the Cape Colony in 1909, to refer to Johannesburg as 'a university of crime'.
Sources and bibliography
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A Brief History about Crochet

By Lianda

cro⋅chet
–noun
Needlework
done with a
needle having
a small hook
at one end for
drawing the
thread or yarn
through intertwined loops
- Verb (used
with or without object)
To form by
crochet.

All my life I was under the impression that CROCHETING was
from Dutch origins. I was rather amazed to discover it had many
origins and the crocheting we do today, is still pretty much what
they did in bygone years.
CROCHETING played a very big part in the culture of the AFRIKAANS people, and they came from DUTCH origins, so mistake
could easily be made.
The word crochet is derived from the Middle French word croc or
croche, meaning hook. It describes the process of creating fabric
from a length of cord, yarn, or thread with a hooked tool.
The origin of the crochet technique is a subject of considerable
controversy.
Crocheted fabric in the modern sense is begun by placing a loop
on a needle with a hook on the end (this is called a crocheting
hook), pulling another loop through the first loop, and so on to create a chain. The chain is either turned and worked in rows, or
joined end-to-end and worked in rounds.
Stitches are made by pulling one or more loops through each loop
of the chain. This method distinguishes crochet from other methods of fabric-making as it is composed entirely of loops and
is only secured when the free end of the strand is pulled through
the final loop.
Some theorize that crochet evolved from traditional practices in
Arabia, South America, or China, but there is no decisive evidence
of crocheting being performed before its popularity in Europe
during the 1800s. Many find it likely that crochet was in fact used
by early cultures but that a bent forefinger was used in place of a
fashioned hook; therefore, there were no artifacts left behind to
attest to the practice. These writers point to the "simplicity" of the
technique and claim that it "must" have been early.
Other writers point out that woven, knit and knotted textiles survive
from very early periods, but that there are no surviving samples of
crocheted fabric in any ethnologic collection, or archeological
source prior to 1800. These writers point to the tambour hooks
used in tambour embroidery in France in the seventeenth century,
and contend that the hooking of loops through fine fabric in tambour work evolved into "crochet in the air." Most samples of early
work claimed to be crochet turn out to actually be samples of
naalebinding.
The following links make for interest reading:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crochet
http://www.alitadesigns.com/crochet.php
http://www.officialguidetocrochet.com/crochet-history-part2.html
http://www.my-crochet.com/
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Advertisements
Place an add in the next issue of Frills and Fancy!
As of February 2010 you will have the ability to place and add in F&F to advertise your miniature business. Miniature
stores, classes, services etc are all eligible for inclusion. F&F is read by hundreds of people worldwide and the cost of advertising with us is minimal! In fact it‟s free but a donation to Dana‟s RAK fund is appreciated.
The donation is up to you, an item, a discount voucher for your store, a grab bag, a small financial donation she uses for
the postage fund, or write us a one off tutorial for the next issue of F&F, but remember it is not mandatory.
For those of you unfamiliar with Dana‟s RAK & Stash Fund: This is a fund Dana (founder of F&F) uses on the MSATMiniDolls yahoo group and in F&F either for competition prices or to assist new and beginning doll artist who are unable to
acquire basic supplies for their hobby (such as financial distress). Read our next issue for more inforOur first add
mation about the RAK Fund.
Note: we will add 2 pages of adds maximum to the issue, so first come first serve. Those I cannot fit in is from a
will be placed on the waiting list to be added to the next issue.
cool

To place an add contact us at feedback@thirteenravens.net

Australian
store which
offers free
worldwide
postage on
orders over
AUD $10

Redstar Rhinestones is a family run eBay based business specializing in Flatback
Acrylic and Crystal Hotfix Rhinestones of all shapes , sizes and colours.
Perfect for working with miniatures of all types. We offer FREE POSTAGE WORLDWIDE for all orders over AUD$10. Personalized orders can be obtained by contacting Tony direct at thredstarone@gmail.com or by visiting our eBay Store .
http://stores.shop.ebay.com.au/Red-Star-Rhinestones

Artist Profile
Each issue we would like to add a one page artist profile to our issue. For the first
article we are looking for either a male artisan or someone who has less then
2 years doll making experience. In your profile, include the following your
name, country of residence, how long you have made miniatures. Then tell us
about you and your miniatures. Include some pictures!
Send in your one page profile before the 30th of January 2010, and the F&F team
will select a couple to be included in the next issue. feedback@thirteenravens.net
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Baby Matinee Jacket for Christening Outfit
CROCHETING PATTERN

By Liandra

Requirements
1 x Mettler silk-finish 100% merc. Cotton in colour
of your choice
1x .60 crochet hook
20 cm 3mm silk ribbon to match cotton
STITCHES
SHELL – 1 Double crochet 1 chain 4 times into same space
SMALL SHELLS – 4 half double crochet into same hole and
1 single crochet
Next opening between stitches of the previous row

ROW 1 -Over the piece of silk ribbon, work 13 shells ending with a Double
crochet and 4 chains.
ROW 2- shell over shell, 1 double crochet and 4 chains turn
ROW 3- 2 x shell into previous shells. 6 chain skip 2 shell from previous row
5 x shell over shell 6 chain and 2 shell over shell 1 double crochet, 4 chain turn
ROW 4- shell over shell, 1 shell into space provided over 6 chain in previous
row – 5 shell over shell, 1 shell into 6 chain of previous row and 2 shell over
shell end row with 1 double crochet and 4 chain – turn
ROW 5- continue shell pattern ending each row with a double Crochet and 4
chain
ROW 6- to ROW 7 pattern as row 5
ROW 9 -shell over shell, 1 double 1 chain 1 double crochet into space between
shells continue in this Pattern
ROW 10- continue to the length you want your jacket to be.
LAST ROW – end off with small shells into each double crochet of row 10.

This issues Doll
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By Dana

Dana, will load her doll pattern separately onto FF
Please check there
Thanks

PAGE

Prairie Dress and Fashion

By Rachelle

Ok, what are we speaking of here? Why the American Pioneer women, and men of course. During the
19th century, there was a great westward expansion across the North American continent. Brave and resourceful adventurers, traders, trappers, prospectors, farmers and ranchers all made their mark on this
enormous and varied continent.
First of all, what is Calico? Here are some definitions, gleaned from the web.
The word has different meanings according to the country in which the word is used .
Originally calico was a plain-woven textile which originated in Calicut, Kerala, India in the 11th century.
The fabric was made by the traditional weavers called chaliyans.
In the United Kingdom, "calico" refers to fabric made from unbleached, and often not fully processed,
cotton, which may, for example, contain unseparated husk parts. The fabric is less coarse and thick than
canvas or denim, but because of its unfinished and undyed state, it is still very cheap. As it is an inexpensive and readily available fabric, calico is often used by tailors in the construction of toile — mockups of
a garment for the purpose of testing a pattern.
In New Zealand this same fabric is known as "mutton cloth" and is used for wrapping food for cooking
underground, in a hangi (A hangi is an ancient New Zealand Māori method of cooking food using super
heated rocks buried in the ground in a pit oven. Modernised hangi methods are still used today and are
often saved for special occasions due to the large amount of time and preparatory work involved).
In the US however, the word calico is used quite differently. In American English, calico is a word for
inexpensive printed cotton fabrics that have a colorful small, all-over pattern, which is often floral, These
colorful, small patterned, printed fabrics are what gave rise to the use of the term calico in the name of a
cat coat color: "calico cat".
The fabric that is called calico in the UK is called muslin in the USA.

1870’s Calico Fabric

Antique
Vintage Calico Fabric from about 1980

In the first wave of 19th century westward expansion, hundreds of trappers and traders trekked through the
undeveloped wilderness of the American west. They trapped mostly for beaver and other fur bearing animals, hunted big game for hides and meat and traded manufactured items with the Indians for furs and
pelts. They called themselves “Mountain Men”, but the Indians called them the “Fringe People”.
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The typical everyday dress of the mountain
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man depended to some extent upon his prosperity. His skins came from his own skills in trapping; decorations
were either copied from a particular Indian tribe, or were his own invention. Beneath a pair of buckskin leggings he wore only a breech
clout. The leggings were trousers without a seat. Along the outside
leg seams were long fringes that provided him with thongs and laces
when needed. It is also believed that the fringes also acted as rain
drains, wicking the water away from the seams instead of soaking
them. The upper garment was also buckskin; either a coat or pullover
shirt. Fringes hung from the shoulder, chest, sleeves, and sometimes
outlined the pockets. If any buttons were used, they were fashioned
from leather or deer antlers. There was sometimes a buckskin storm
cape attached to the shoulders which was also fringed.
Moccasins with tough rawhide soles were worn on the feet. In extremely cold weather, old strips of blanket would be wrapped around
the Mountain Man’s feet to combat freezing. A heavy blanket or buffalo robe was worn loosely over this clothing for protection against
wind and cold.
In the summers, a light handkerchief would be wrapped around the
man’s forehead, or a homemade, low crowned, broad brimmed, rawhide or beaver hat in black or brown was worn. In the winter, fur caps were worn, sometimes with the animal’s
head preserved and displayed on the front of the hat.
This costume was often ornamented with sashes, beads, fringes, braids, feathers and porcupine quills, adopted
from the Indians.
The first great wave of pioneer families crossed the Prairie in wagon trains of canvas topped wagons called
Some Mountain Men photos and more information can be found here:
http://www.photostocksource.com/gallery-americana-mountain-men-photos-1.php
http://www.xmission.com/~drudy/mtman/html/
Conestogas and Prairie schooners. They were pulled by oxen, mules or horses. Limited space in the wagons
forced settlers to leave many of their belongings behind. Clothing was important to health and comfort on the
long, dangerous trek and wool seemed to be the best material for protection against the sun’s rays, rains and
sudden temperature changes. Coats were short and thick, shirts were of red or blue flannel and trousers were
made of a thick, soft woolen material with reinforced seats and inner legs of soft buckskin to resist wear. Sometimes men wore simple overalls and cotton shirts. Woolen socks and knee high leather boots, wide enough to
tuck in pants legs were used by horsemen and to guard against rattlesnake bites. Moccasins were used in deep
snows and cold weather because they allowed freer circulation of blood in the feet. Buckskin and elkskin pants
were effective as protection against the elements.
Women’s clothing consisted of simple long skirts and blouses or dresses, with little decoration, a sunbonnet and
a muslin apron. For the trip women would cut several inches off the bottom of their skirts and sew lead shot into
the hems to prevent the wind from blowing the fabric around. Skirts and dresses were worn without a hoop or
crinoline, which was the popular fashion at the time. Bodices were lined with canvas for strength and warmth.
Links to pictures of pioneer clothing:
Reproduction clothing: http://calicoannie.net/oldwestandpioneerclothing.htm
The huge chore of washing clothes was very hard on the clothes as well as the women. The hard water and soap
faded the dye and the clothing was hammered with a huge wooden paddle in a creek or stream until clean.
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For several decades prior to the Civil War, there had been constant demands from the West for free
land, a demand opposed by the South, which did not wish to see the non- slave states grow too rapidly
in population. In 1862, Congress passed the Homestead Law, signed by President Lincoln on May 20, by which
a settler could be granted free a quarter section of land, or 160 acres, provided he occupied it and improved it
for 5 years. Fifteen thousand homesteads, encompassing 2,500,000 acres were given away during the War. The
dream of the West had come true.
Once settled in their new homes, replacement clothing often had to be made from scratch. Men raised and
sheared sheep, children cleaned and carded the wool and women spinned, dyed and wove the yarn into cloth
before it could be sewn into clothing.
Everyday wear for women in the 1850’ s usually consisted of cotton, wool or linen dresses or skirts , covered by
an apron. The skirts were plain large rectangles of cloth, without any trimming. They usually were made either
with sewn in pockets or with openings in the seam for separate, inside pockets. Some ladies did wear the fashionable hoop. The fabric of the skirts would be four feet wider than the hoop and would hang about two inches
from the ground. Work day skirts without hoops were four to six inches from the ground.. Woven fabrics were
available for purchase in some towns, but most clothing was homemade.
Most vintage photos available showing the clothing of our pioneers are from a somewhat later period, when
photograpy was more common. Here a number of photos from about 1870 through 1900, depicting Americans
in their new homes.

Noonday meal 1870-Wyoming

Croquet Afternoon Wyoming 1873
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In towns and cities, well-off children might be dressed in the latest styles, wearing formal suits and tight clothing which resmbled those that adults wore,especially on Sundays and special occasions.

Everyday wear for urban boys was knickers and sailor suits. Girls wore loose fitting frocks.
Rural boys dressed in cotton shirts, trousers and suspenders, while girls wore ankle length skirts, simple blouses
and long aprons or pinnafores A strong indicator of a family’s wealth was the presence or absence of shoes for
the children. Children from wealthy families always wore shoes and in winter wore gaiters over them for
warmth. Poor children went barefoot when the weather permitted. Shoes were worn to weddings, funerals,
school and church and were often carried in between to extend their lives. In really severe weather, these children would stay home from school.
Throughout the early 19th century infants were swadled in strips of cloth; a practice that had been brought from
Europe and continued in America. Babies wore diapers, long dresses or long undershirts, a bonnet or cap and
were wrapped in receiving blankets. Dresses were worn by both sexes until at least 5 years of age.

Class in front of

school 1895

Links to pictures of pioneer children’s clothing:
Reproduction clothing: http://www.calicoannie.net/childrenspioneerclothing.htm
Account of a settler’s trip to Hinkletown, Iowa 1846 http://www.hinkletown.com/suiterjm.html
This is just a small introduction to the clothing of the pioneers. As soon as larger towns and then cities became
established, people who were able dressed more fashionably, although the styles might be a few years behind
those of the eastern cities. These, in turn were behind the fashions in Europe, as travel and communication
across the continent and across the ocean were very slow. There are many websites with pictures of reproduction clothing on the web, as well as fashion history sites. One of the best sources of information and photos is
the Library of Congress website.
Here is a link to its Digital Collections & Services (Online access to print, pictorial and audio-visual collections
and other digital services): http://www.loc.gov/library/libarch-digital.html
A variety of links about the early pioneers follows:
http://womenshistory.about.com/od/earlyamerica/Early_America_Colonial_Revolutionary.htm
http://www.earlyamerica.com/
http://www.studysphere.com/Site/Sphere_6896.html
http://womenhistory.blogspot.com/2008/11/nanyehi-nancy-ward.html
http://hubpages.com/hub/Influence-of-Native-American-Medicines-on-Early-Colonist-Folk-Remedies

Crosstich Sampler and Banner
CROCHETING PATTERN

Lisa has found this delightful pattern to make a
miniature sampler in a very old magazine which is
not longer in existence.
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Submitted By Lisa
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Next Issue:
Alice in Wonderland Competition
2010 is going to bring us a new Alice in Wonderland movie and we are going to show you how
to make your own Alice scene. Look forward to Alice, the tea party, the Rabbit, Cheshire cat
and the Catapillar. An issue full of great articles and tutorials.
Also a brand new COMPETITION! What if Alice was a...…….Nurse? Clown? Pioneer? Goth?
Let your imagination run wild and show us what you wonder Alice could be, or would like to
be.
Create your own doll or dress one and send us your pictures, with your name, country of origin, and an email address we can contact you on, before the 30th of January 2010. Make sure
your picture does NOT contain your name, reference to your store or watermarks with your
name (to make sure all get a fair chance)
A jury will pick a 1st, 2nd and 3rd place winner based on the originality of the submission.
Skill will be only a second standard for selection of winners. So all your master artisans or beginners get on your thinking and crafting cap!
Check http://www.frillsandfancyezine.com the 1st week of November 2009 for an update on
who will be judging and what prices we will have, and a possible surprise.
All entries will be shown in the February 2010 issue of F&D and the winners announced
Contact: feedback@thirteenravens.net

Wanted!
Another new section to our F&F Magazine:
Wanted!
Are you looking for a fabric you do not
know the name of? Need a butter churn
for your doll but don‟t know where to find
one? Wondering if anyone makes miniature
test tubes? Need a tutorial on how to make
an Eguptian head dress?
Then wanted is your section! Send us an
email with your question (and picture, but
remember to add the URL of the copyright
owners site!) and we will add them to the
next issue!
Please put; FF Wanted in the subject line.

Do not forget to provide us
with an email address we can
publish with your request, so
readers can contact you directly.

Examples
Wanted: 1:12 scale pattern to make a bear rug.
email@myaddress.com

Wanted: barbershop sign
pref. working
email@myaddress.com

